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1 Introduction20
In this work, a drawing of a graph in the sphere requires that any two edges21
have at most one point in common, either a common incident vertex or a22
crossing point, and that no three edges cross at a common point.23
Two significant questions have been under active consideration in recent24
years in the graph drawing community.25
it:existsExtension (Q1) Does every drawing of Kn have extensions of its edges to simple26
closed curves with any two curves intersecting at most twice?27
it:atMostTwoImpliesExactlyTwo (Q2) If a drawing of Kn extends to simple closed curves with any two28
intersecting at most twice, does it extend to simple closed curves29
with any two intersecting exactly twice?30
Indeed, these questions were precisely the topic of a working group at the31
2015 Crossing Number Workshop in Rio de Janeiro.32
To answer (Q1) and (Q2), we introduce two axioms that our sets of33
simple closed curves (usually in the sphere) must satisfy. A drawing D of Kn34
is weakly pseudospherical if for each edge e ∈ E(Kn) there exists a simple35
closed curve γe in the sphere that contains D[e], and such that:36
it:psVertex (PS1) for each edge e, no vertex other than an end of e is contained in37
γe; and38
it:psCrossings (PS2) for distinct edges e, f , |γe ∩ γf | ≤ 2 and all intersections are39
crossings.40
We will also consider the equality alternative to (PS2):41
it:psCrossingsComplete (PS2') for distinct edges e, f , |γe ∩ γf | = 2 and all intersections are42
crossings.43
If J ⊆ E(Kn) and for each e ∈ J , we are given a simple closed curve γe44
in the sphere that contains D[e], then we say that the set {γe | e ∈ J} of45
extensions of edges in J satisfies (PSX) (for X ∈ {1, 2, 2′, 3}) if (PSX) holds,46
where “for each edge e” and “for distinct edges e, f” are understood to refer47
to edges in J .48
In Section 2, we give examples to show both questions have negative49
answers. Figure 1 is not weakly pseudospherical, showing the answer to (Q1)50
is no. Figure 2 is weakly pseudospherical, but no set of curves satisfying51
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(PS1) and (PS2) pairwise intersect exactly twice, showing that the answer52
to (Q2) is also no.53
In the positive direction, Arroyo et al [4] introduced convex, h-convex, and54
f-convex drawings (these will be defined below). Their motivation came from55
the Hill Conjecture about the crossing number of Kn. Our other main result,56
proved in Section 4, shows that h-convex drawings have the property that57
their edges have extensions to simple closed curves that pairwise intersect58
exactly twice.59
Using this result for h-convex drawings, Section 8 gives a characteriza-60
tion of h-convex drawings of Kn: there are extensions to simple closed curves61
satisfying three simple axioms. In this context, “intersecting exactly twice”62
and “intersecting at most twice” are equivalent. Our intention is to empha-63
size the analogy “pseudospherical/spherical” with “pseudolinear/rectilinear”64
drawings of graphs. We will discuss this more in Section 3 and also in Section65
4 (see the discussion after the proof of Lemma 4.5). Section 9 has related66
results and open questions.67
Figure 1: A drawing of K10 that is not weakly pseudospherical. fg:Kten
In summary, this work aims to establish the theoretical foundations for68
studying spherical drawings of Kn, a bridge between general and rectilinear69
drawings of Kn. This is by means of studying the topological/combinatorial70
extension: pseudospherical drawings of Kn. We consider that building this71
bridge is an important effort to close the gap between what is know for72
rectilinear drawings but remains unknown for topological drawings, such as73
the Hill Conjecture.74
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Figure 2: A weakly pseudospherical drawing of K9, but the simple closed
curves cannot intersect exactly twice. fg:Knine
2 Negative answers to (Q1) and (Q2)75
sec:Kten
In this section, we prove our first two main results: the drawing of K10 in76
Figure 1 does not have an extension that satisfies (PS1) and (PS2); and,77
while the drawing of K9 in Figure 2 does have such an extension, no such78
extension has all pairs of simple closed curves crossing twice.79
Figure 3: The crucial five point configuration. cex1
Let D1 denote the drawing in Figure 3. There are two faces of D1, one —80
the exterior face — is incident with one vertex and two crossings, while the81
other — the interior face — is incident with five vertices and two crossings.82
Let e0 be the edge incident with two vertices of degree 1 and let e1 and e283
be the other two edges; they are both incident with the vertex of degree 284
in the diagram. For i = 0, 1, 2, let γi be a simple closed curve containing ei85
such that γ0, γ1, γ2 satisfy (PS1) and (PS2). The following claim is the core86
of the argument.87
cl:0orBoth1and2 Claim 1. Either γ0 is contained in the closure of the interior face or both γ188
and γ2 are contained in the closure of the interior face.89
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Proof. If γ0 is not contained in the interior face, then γ0 \ e0 crosses each of90
e1 and e2 exactly once. The cyclic order of the crossings of γ0 with e1 and e291
is the two with e1 followed by the two with e2. Notice that γ0 crosses both92
e1 and e2 twice and, therefore, for i = 1, 2, γi \ ei has no intersection with γ0.93
It follows that if γ1 is not contained in the interior face, then it must94
cross e2 at some point other than the vertex u of degree 2 and this crossing95
is in γ1 \ e1. With u as the already known second intersection of γ1 and e2,96
γ2 \ e2 has no intersection with γ1. However, there is a simple closed curve97
contained in γ0 ∪ γ1 ∪ e2 that has the two ends of e2 on opposite sides. The98
arc γ2 \ e2 joins these two points, but without crossing any of γ0, γ1, and e2,99
a contradiction.100
Therefore γ1, and likewise γ2, is contained in the interior face.101
Let D2 be the drawing in Figure 4, obtained by overlapping two copies102
of D1. By way of contradiction, suppose there are six simple closed curves,103
one for each of the six edges in D2, satisfying (PS1) and (PS2). For j = 1, 2104
let Dj1 be the j
th copy of D1 in D2 and, for i = 0, 1, 2, let γ
j
i be the copy of105
γi in D
j
1. If, for both j = 1, 2, γ
j
0 is contained in the interior face of D
j
1, then106
these two curves cross four times, contradicting (PS2).107
On the other hand, if γ10 is not contained in the interior face of D
1
1, then108
Claim 1 shows that both γ11 and γ
1
2 are contained in the interior face of D
1
1.109
Claim 1 implies that at least one of γ20 , γ
2
1 , and γ
2
2 is contained in the interior110
face of D21; any one that is contained in the interior face has at least four111
crossings with at least one of γ11 and γ
1
2 , again contradicting (PS2).112
The drawing of K10 in Figure 1 contains D2 as a subdrawing. Therefore,113
its edges cannot be extended into an arrangement of pseudocircles, complet-114
ing the proof for the drawing of K10.115
Figure 4: The drawing D2. cex2
To deal with the drawing of K9 in Figure 2, extend the straight edges116
into lines and extend the two curved edges by line segments connecting their117
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vertices. In the sphere, adding the point at infinity to the straight lines118
gives an extension of the drawing of K9 to an arrangement of simple closed119
curves satisfying (PS1) and (PS2). Some of the pseudocircles may intersect120
tangentially at the point at infinity since we did not assume that the lines121
are in general position, but this can be corrected if we perturb the curves.122
Two copies of the configuration D1 of Figure 3 are highlighted in Figure123
2. Claim 1 shows that, for any set of simple closed curves satisfying (PS1)124
and (PS2), each copy of D1 has one of the simple closed curves in its interior.125
These two curves are disjoint, showing that one pair of simple closed curves126
is disjoint, as required.127
3 h-Convex and pseudospherical drawings128
sec:hcxPs
This section introduces h-convex drawings and states our principal theoretical129
result: h-convex drawings have simple closed curve extensions of its edges130
such that every two curves intersect in exactly two points. (The definition131
of h-convex follows the statement.) This is proved in the next section. The132
remainder of this section is devoted to a brief discussion of what a reasonable133
definition of “pseudospherical drawing” might be.134
For S ⊆ V (Kn), D[S] denotes the point set representing S in D.135
th:strongHconvex Theorem 3.1. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn in the sphere S2. Then136
for each edge e of Kn, there is a simple closed curve γe containing e, such137
that (PS1), (PS2'), and138
it:sccEdge (PS3) for any edge e, if u and v are vertices such that D[{u, v}] is139
contained in the closure ∆ of one of the components of S2 \ γe,140
then D[uv] ⊆ ∆.141
The following notions were introduced by the first two authors together142
with Dan McQuillan and Gelasio Salazar [4].143
df:convex Definition 3.2. Let D be a drawing in the sphere of the complete graph144
Kn at most one point in common and that this point, if it exists, is either a145
common incident vertex or a crossing point.146
it:convexSide 1. Let T be a 3-cycle in Kn. A closed disc ∆ bounded by D[T ] is a convex147
side of D[T ] if, for every two vertices x, y such that D[{x, y}] ⊆ ∆,148
then D[xy] ⊆ ∆.149
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Figure 5: The three obstructions for h-convexity. fg:K5sK6
2. The drawing D is convex if, for every 3-cycle T in Kn, D[T ] has a150
convex side.151
it:defHconvex 3. If D is convex, then D is h-convex (short for “hereditarily convex”) if152
there is a set C consisting of, for every 3-cycle T of Kn, a convex side153
∆T such that, for two 3-cycles T, T
′, if D[T ] ⊆ ∆T ′ , then ∆T ⊆ ∆T ′ .154
4. The drawing D is f-convex (short for “face convex”) if there is a face155
F of D[Kn] such that, for every 3-cycle T of Kn, the closed disc ∆T156
bounded by D[T ] and disjoint from F is convex.157
It is easy to see that f-convex drawings are h-convex; by definition, h-158
convex drawings are convex. The above definitions were introduced in [4] in159
the context of the Hill Conjecture [6] for the crossing number of Kn. It is160
shown there that there is a possibility that every drawing of Kn with fewest161
crossings is convex. More relevant to this paper, it is shown that a drawing162
of Kn is h-convex if and only if it does not contain as a subdrawing either of163
the drawings of K5 and the drawing of K6 shown in Figure 5. We will not164
require this result here. The material in [4] on h-convex drawings has little165
overlap with this article.166
It is proved in [3] that f-convex drawings of Kn in the sphere are precisely167
the pseudolinear drawings of Kn in the plane. The rest of this paper is168
devoted to the analogous assertion that h-convex drawings of Kn in the169
sphere are precisely the pseudospherical drawings of Kn in the sphere. This170
is slightly overstating things, since there is no yet agreed-upon definition of171
pseudospherical. One of our aims is to suggest what that definition should172
be and the analogy is intended to support this suggestion.173
Theorem 3.1 certainly encourages reflection about the right generalization174
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of spherical drawings, that is drawings in the sphere such that each edge is175
the strictly shorter arc in its own great circle. Spherical drawings obviously176
satisfy conditions (PS1), (PS2'), and (PS3); thus, these three axioms make177
a reasonable definition of pseudocircular drawing for an arbitrary graph.178
On the other hand, with (Q1) and (Q2) in mind, one might think about179
weakening (PS2') to (PS2). It turns out to be not so difficult (see Proposition180
8.1) to show that any drawing that extends to simple closed curves satisfying181
(PS1), (PS2), and (PS3) is necessarily h-convex. Combining this with The-182
orem 3.1 shows that h-convexity, the set of axioms {(PS1), (PS2), (PS3)},183
and the set of axioms {(PS1), (PS2'), (PS3)} are all equivalent.184
In the reverse direction, one may take the view that the extrinsic prop-185
erty that a drawing extends to simple closed curves satisfying (PS1), (PS2),186
and (PS3) is characterized by the intrinsic property of the drawing being187
h-convex.188
4 h-convex drawings189
sec:HcxIsPS
Our main goal now is to prove Theorem 3.1: an h-convex drawing of Kn190
extends to simple closed curves that satisfy (PS1), (PS2'), and (PS3). The191
proof, given in the next section, requires three facts about h-convex drawings192
of Kn: Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 below. The latter two are straightforward193
consequences of the first. However, the proof of the first is elucidated in this194
section through a fairly long series of lemmas.195
The reader may skip the proof of Lemma 4.2 in order to proceed directly196
to the proof of Theorem 3.1.197
nt:sigmaiAndDi Notation 4.1. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn and let C be a particular198
choice of convex sides of the 3-cycles witnessing the h-convexity of D as in199
Definition 3.2 (3). Let e be any edge of Kn with an arbitrary orientation200
from one end of e to the other.201
(HC1) Set Σ1e to be the set of all vertices v of Kn not incident with e such202
that the side in C of the 3-cycle containing v and e is the left side,203
relative to the given orientation of e. The remaining vertices not204
incident with e have their convex side that is in C relative to e on205
the right and they make up Σ2e.206
(HC2) For i = 1, 2, we set Die to be the subdrawing of D induced by Σ
i
e207
and the ends of e.208
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The point of this section is to prove the following three lemmas about209
h-convex drawings. These are what are used in later sections. This first is210
the main point; its proof appears at the end of this section. The other two211
are straightforward consequences.212
lm:disjtDelta Lemma 4.2. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C of213
convex sides. For i = 1, 2, if Σie is not empty, then there is a closed disc214
∆ie containing D
i
e and bounded by a cycle C
i
e of Kn containing e and whose215
vertices are otherwise contained in Σie. Furthermore, ∆
1
e∩∆2e consists of D[e]216
and its ends.217
To help the reader absorb the notation and the lemma, we provide the218
proofs of the two simple consequences, which are also used in later sections.219
We need some notation for the first one. For distinct edges e, e′ of Kn,220
label each vertex of C1e (from Lemma 4.2) with 1, 2, 3, respectively to indicate221
it is in Σ1e′ , in Σ
2
e′ , or incident with e
′.222
lm:noInterlace Lemma 4.3. Suppose D is an h-convex drawing of Kn with a witnessing set223
C of convex sides, e, e′ edges of Kn, and the labelling of C1e as in the preceding224
sentence. Then there is no 1, 2, 1, 2 pattern in the cyclic order around C1e .225
Proof. Otherwise, there are four vertices v1, v2, v3, v4 of C
1
e in this cyclic226
order with v1, v3 having label 1 and v2, v4 having label 2. As all vi are in Σ
1
e,227
the definition of C1e implies v1v3 crosses v2v4 in D
1
e .228
However, the edge v1v3 is in D
1
e′ , while v2v4 is in D
2
e′ . Lemma 4.2 implies229
they do not cross, a contradiction.230
The other simple consequence is about edges not in either ∆1e or ∆
2
e.231
Recall that S2 denotes the sphere. For e ∈ E(Kn), set Fe = S2 \ (∆1e ∪∆2e).232
lm:crossingFi Lemma 4.4. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C of233
convex sides and e and e′ be distinct edges of Kn. If D[e′] has a point in Fe,234
then e′ has an end in each of Σ1e and Σ
2
e.235
Proof. Let u and v be the ends of e. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose236
that for some k ∈ {1, 2}, e′ has both ends in {u, v} ∪ Σke . Then D[e′] is237
contained in ∆ke by Lemma 4.2, so D[e
′] ∩ Fe = ∅.238
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 4.2. In239
the arguments below, we will use, without particular reference, the following240
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observation: if e and f are crossing edges, then each of the four 3-cycles in241
the unique K4 containing e and f has a side (the one containing the fourth242
vertex of the K4) that is definitely not convex. Our drawings are convex,243
so, for such a 3-cycle, the convex side that is in C is determined. If C is the244
4-cycle bounding a face of this K4, then the closed disc bounded by D[C]245
and containing D[{e, f}] is the crossing side of D[C].246
lm:leftCycle Lemma 4.5. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C of247
convex sides, and let e be an edge of Kn. Let i ∈ {1, 2} and suppose |Σie| ≥ 1.248
it:eCrossFree (i) In Die, e is not crossed. In particular, there is a face F
i
e of D
i
e incident249
with e and containing the (3− i)-side of e.250
it:crossK4 (ii) If J is any crossing K4 in D
i
e, then F
i
e is contained in the face of D[J ]251
bounded by a 4-cycle. In particular, no crossing of Die is incident with252
F ie , so F
i
e is bounded by a cycle in D
i
e.253
Proof. If e were crossed by an edge f in Die, then the crossing K4 shows254
that the two ends of f are in different ones of Σ1e and Σ
2
e, a contradiction.255
Thus, e is not crossed and is incident with exactly two faces of Die; F
i
e is the256
one containing the (3− i)-side of e, completing (i).257
For (ii), let C be the 4-cycle in J bounding a face of D[J ]. We rule out258
one trivial case immediately. If e is in J , then, since e is not crossed in Die,259
it is in C. The convex sides (these are unique and in C) of each 3-cycle in J260
are all on the crossing side of D[C]. Since the two vertices of J not incident261
with e are in Σie, F
i
e is contained in the face bounded by C, as required.262
Therefore, we may assume there is a vertex u incident with e and not263
in J . As e is not crossed in Die, D[e] is contained in one of the faces F of264
D[J ]. Since D[u] is incident with F ie , F is also the face of D[J ] containing265
F ie . We are done if F is bounded by a 4-cycle in J , so we assume, by way of266
contradiction, that F is incident with the crossing of D[J ].267
Convexity implies that the edges joining u to the vertices of J are all268
contained on the crossing side of D[C]. Thus, C, u, and these four edges269
constitute a planar embedding of the 4-wheel W . Each of the four 3-cycles270
in W has its convex side on the crossing side of D[C]: three of these 3-cycles271
are contained in convex sides of 3-cycles of J , so for them the assertion follows272
from h-convexity; the fourth is in a crossing K4 on the crossing side of D[C].273
If e is one of the edges of W , then the end of e different from u has two274
neighbours in C that are in different ones of Σ1e and Σ
2
e, a contradiction. If e275
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is not in W , then its other end v is in one of the four faces of D[W ] incident276
with u. This puts v on the convex side of the bounding 3-cycle and the two277
vertices of C in this 3-cycle are in different ones of Σ1e and Σ
2
e, a contradiction.278
279
For i = 1, 2, if Σie 6= ∅, then let Cie be the cycle in Die that is the boundary280
of F ie . All its vertices not incident with e are, by definition, in Σ
i
e. Note that,281
with Fe defined preceding Lemma 4.4, Fe = F
1
e ∩ F 2e .282
We are aiming to show that, for any three vertices in Die, the convex side283
in C that they bound is contained in the side of D[Cie] not containing F ie . In284
particular, this shows that Die is f-convex. This is our next lemma.285
We remark that the main result of [3] further implies that Die is pseudo-286
linear. Thus, any edge e of an h-convex drawing partitions the vertices into287
two pseudolinear subdrawings D1e and D
2
e . This generalizes the fact that, in a288
spherical drawing, for each great circle C that contains an edge, the vertices289
in either closed side of C induce a rectilinear drawing.290
lm:SigmaIsF Lemma 4.6. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set {∆T |291
T is a 3-cycle of Kn} of convex sides. Let e be an edge of Kn and let i ∈292
{1, 2}. With Die as in Notation 4.1, if |Σie| ≥ 1, then, for each 3-cycle T in293
Die, ∆T ∩ F ie = ∅. In particular, Die is f-convex.294
Proof. Let uvw be a 3-cycle in Die. Suppose first by way of contradiction295
that there is an edge f with both ends in Cie that crosses uvw. If f has one296
end in uvw, then Lemma 4.5 (ii) shows the crossing in the K4 that includes297
u, v, w, and f is separated from F ie by the face-boundary 4-cycle in the K4.298
Therefore, the convex side of each of the four 3-cycles in the K4 is the side299
that is disjoint from F ie . In particular, this holds for uvw, as required.300
In the remaining case, both vertices incident with f are in the side of uvw301
that contains F ie . In this case, Definition 3.2 (1) of convex side shows it is the302
other side, the one disjoint from F ie , that is convex, as required. Therefore,303
we can assume no edge having both ends in Cie crosses uvw.304
Suppose that Cie has at least four vertices and let a and b be any two305
vertices of Cie, neither of which is an end of e, and consider the K4 containing306
a, b, and e. As a, b, and e are all incident with F ie , this K4 has a face incident307
with all four of its vertices. It follows that this is a crossing K4. Lemma 4.5308
implies that the crossing in this K4 is separated from F
i
e by the face-bounding309
4-cycle. Thus, all the 3-cycles in this K4 have their convex side disjoint from310
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F ie . Although this was already known for the two 3-cycles containing e, we311
now know it for the two 3-cycles containing the edge ab.312
Finally, if Cie has only three vertices, then the result follows from h-313
convexity. Otherwise, let y be one of the ends of e and consider Cie together314
with all the chords from y. By the preceding paragraph, all of the 3-cycles315
using two of these edges incident with y and an edge of Cie have their convex316
side disjoint from F ie . From the earlier discussion, none of these chords crosses317
uvw. It follows that uvw is contained in the convex side of one of them; this318
convex side is disjoint from F ie . Thus, the chosen convex side for uvw is, by319
h-convexity, disjoint from F ie .320
The remaining detail about h-convex drawings we need is that D1e ⊆ F 2e321
and D2e ⊆ F 1e . As mentioned after the proof Lemma 4.5, Cie is the boundary322
of the face F ie of D
i
e. The other closed disc in the sphere bounded by D[C
i
e] is323
denoted ∆ie. Evidently, D[Σ
i
e] ⊆ ∆ie. We begin by showing that Σ2e∩∆1e = ∅.324
lm:no2VxInC1 Lemma 4.7. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C of325
convex sides. Let e = uv be an edge of Kn and i ∈ {1, 2}, and let Σie and Die326
be as in Notation 4.1. For w ∈ V (G) \ {u, v}, if D[w] ⊆ ∆ie, then w ∈ Σie.327
Proof.328
Suppose that D[w] ⊆ ∆1e. If C1e is a 3-cycle, then its convex side ∆1e con-329
tains w; h-convexity implies that the 3-cycle including w and e is contained330
in ∆1e, and hence w ∈ Σ1e. Thus, we may assume that C1e has length at least331
4.332
For each edge ab ∈ C1e − e, let Jab denote the crossing K4 in D induced333
by e and ab. The closed disc ∆1e is the union of the crossing sides of the Jab,334
so D[w] is contained in the crossing side of some Jab. Since Jab is a crossing335
K4, the convex sides of all the 3-cycles in Jab are determined.336
If D[w] is contained in the convex side of one of the 3-cycles D[auv] or337
D[buv], then it follows from h-convexity that this side contains the convex338
side of D[wuv] that is in C, and thus w ∈ Σ1e. Therefore we may assume339
that D[w] is contained in the convex sides of both D[abu] and D[abv]. Con-340
sequently, D[wu] is contained in the convex side of D[abu] and D[wv] is341
contained in the convex side of D[abv]. The K4 with vertices a, w, u, v has342
a crossing in D and determines the convex side of the 3-cycle containing w343
and e, and therefore shows that w ∈ Σ1e.344
Next we move on to edges. The following result is preparatory to showing345
edges of D1e and D
2
e do not cross.346
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lm:planarK4 Lemma 4.8. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C of347
convex sides. If, for i = 1, 2, xi ∈ Σie, then the 3-cycles induced by x1, e and348
x2, e do not cross in D.349
Proof. Let J be the K4 induced by x1, x2, e and, for i = 1, 2, let Ti be the350
3-cycle induced by xi, e. If D[J − x1x2] has a crossing, then T1 and T2 cross351
but e is not crossed. This yields the contradiction that x1 and x2 are on the352
same side of e.353
We are now ready for the next major step.354
lm:no2edgeInC1 Lemma 4.9. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C355
convex sides. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let Die be as in Notation 4.1. Then no edge of356
D2e crosses any edge of D
1
e .357
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose some edge D[x2y2] of D
2
e crosses358
some edge D[x1y1] of D
1
e . Lemma 4.8 implies not both {x1, y1} and {x2, y2}359
can contain an end of e. Without loss of generality, we assume neither x1360
nor y1 is an end of e. Furthermore, x2y2 6= e, so we may choose the labelling361
such that x2 is not an end of e. Let J1 be the K4 induced by x1, y1, e.362
Lemma 4.8 implies that x2y2 does not cross any edge of J1 incident with363
an end of e, so the only crossing of x2y2 with J1 is with x1y1. Let F be the364
face of D[J1] containing F
1
e . Lemma 4.7 shows that D[x2] ∈ F , and similarly365
that D[y2] ∈ F if y2 is not an end of e. As we traverse D[x2y2] from D[x2],366
we cross D[x1y1] once, and cross nothing else in D[J1]. Therefore, D[x1y1]367
is incident with F , as is D[e]. Since the face F of D[J1] is incident with all368
four vertices of J1, it follows that J1 is a crossing K4 in D.369
Now, just after we traverse D[x2y2] across D[x1y1], we are in a face of370
D[J1] incident with the crossing of D[J1] and with both D[x1] and D[y1].371
This face is not incident with either end of e, nor is it equal to F . But, y2372
is either an end of e or D[y2] lies in F , so D[x2y2] must cross D[J1] a second373
time, which is a contradiction.374
We now conclude our study of h-convex drawings with the proof of Lemma375
4.2.376
Proof of Lemma 4.2. As in the paragraph immediately following the proof377
of Lemma 4.5, for i = 1, 2, let Cie be the cycle in D
i
e that is the boundary378
of F ie . Furthermore, let ∆
i
e be the closed disc bounded by C
i
e that contains379
D[Σie].380
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The result is an application of the following fact about curves in the381
sphere. For i = 1, 2, let γi be a simple closed curve in the sphere and let ∆i382
be a closed disc in the sphere bounded by γi. Suppose that γ1 ∩ γ2 is an arc383
(or empty). If γ1 6⊆ ∆2 and γ2 6⊆ ∆1, then ∆1 ∩∆2 = γ1 ∩ γ2.384
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.9 imply that, for {i, j} = {1, 2}, the open arc D[Cie]−385
D[e] is disjoint from ∆je. The result is an immediate application of the386
preceding paragraph.387
5 Proof of Theorem 3.1388
sec:hCxHasExactExtension
In this section, we give most of the proof of Theorem 3.1: an h-convex389
drawing of Kn has simple closed curve extensions of the edges satisfying390
(PS1), (PS2'), and (PS3). There is one technical point that we highlight in391
this section and prove in the next.392
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will proceed by iteratively constructing the393
simple closed curve extensions of the edges. Assuming that we have extended394
the edges in some (possibly empty) proper subset J ⊂ E(Kn) to simple395
closed curves satisfying (PS1), (PS2’), (PS3), and a fourth property (PS2E),396
which we define in the following sentence, we will show how to construct an397
extension γe0 of an edge e0 ∈ E(Kn)\J such that the extensions of the edges398
in J∪{e0} satisfy (PS1), (PS2'), (PS3), and (PS2E). The property (PS2E) is399
a shorthand for the following assertion, which applies to a collection of edges400
e ∈ E(Kn) that have simple closed curve extensions γe:401
(PS2E) for each edge e and for e′ ∈ E(Kn) \ {e}, γe intersects the closed edge402
D[e′] at most once, and the point of intersection, if it exists, is either a403
crossing or a vertex incident with both e and e′.404
Notice that if J = E(Kn), then the extensions of the edges in J automat-405
ically satisfy (PS2E) provided they satisfy (PS1),(PS2'), (PS3). The extra406
assumption (PS2E) is required for inductive purposes.407
The extension of γe0 will be constructed in stages. We will take as our408
initial approximation to γe0 a simple closed curve δ
0
e0
that contains D[e0] and409
is completed by an arc joining the ends of e0 that is in F
1
e0
and “very near”410
the path C1e0 − e0. In particular, δ0e0 is contained in D[e0] ∪ Fe0 . How “near”411
is “very near” will depend on the curves that are already determined. Our412
next lemma is the crucial point; Corollary 5.2 provides δ0e0 .413
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lm:onlyTwoIntersections Lemma 5.1. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C of414
convex sides. Let J ⊆ E(Kn) and suppose that, for each e ∈ J , there is415
a simple closed curve γe in D[e] ∪ Fe containing D[e], and such that the416
extensions {γe | e ∈ J} satisfy (PS2E). If e0 ∈ E(Kn) \ J , then there are at417
most two segments of γe having one end in D[C
1
e0
] and extending into Fe0.418
Furthermore, at most one of these segments is contained in D[e].419
Proof. We begin with the central claim.420
cl:uAndArc Claim 1. If u is a vertex incident with e and is in C1e0, then there is no arc421
of γe contained in the interior of ∆
1
e0
that joins two points in D[C1e0 ] neither422
of which is D[u].423
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is such an arc α. Since α ⊆ γe,424
there is no closed edge of D[C1e0 ] containing both ends y, z of α. Thus, each425
component of D[C1e0 ]\{y, z} has a vertex of C1e0 . Let D[w] be a vertex in the426
component of D[C1e0 ] \ {y, z} not containing D[u].427
Both u and w are in C1e0 , so both are drawn in ∆
1
e0
. Therefore, D[uw] ⊆428
∆1e0 , so D[uw] crosses α. Since α ⊆ γe, D[e] cannot cross α, so uw 6= e.429
But the edge D[uw] has the two points D[u] and the crossing with α in γe,430
a contradiction that completes the proof.431
Suppose that γe ∩D[C1e0 ] contains a vertex D[u], which must be incident432
with e since γe satisfies (PS1). If both ends of e are in C
1
e0
, then D[e] ⊆ D1e0433
since D1e0 is the subdrawing of D induced by Σ
1
e0
. Furthermore, Claim 1434
implies that the ends of e are the only intersections of γe with Ce0 . Therefore435
D[e] is the only segment of γe contained in ∆
1
e0
.436
We may therefore assume that u is the only end of e in C1e0 . Then there437
are only two directions from D[u] in γe; each of these directions can give an438
arc in γe∩∆1e0 having D[u] as an end. By Claim 1, these are the only possible439
intersections of γe with ∆
1
e0
. In this case, γe∩∆1e0 is either one arc, with D[u]440
as either an end or an interior point, or γe ∩∆1e0 just D[u].441
It follows that if an end of e is in C1e0 , then the two cases above show that442
γe ∩∆1e0 is either a non-trivial arc or D[u]. In the former case, only the ends443
of this arc can be the start of a segment of γe from a point of D[C
1
e0
] into444
Fe0 , as required. In the latter case, γe ∩ ∆1e0 = D[u], and there are exactly445
two arcs of γe having an end in D[u] and extending into Fe0 .446
Thus, we may assume that no point of γe ∩ D[C1e0 ] is a vertex. In this447
case, every intersection of γe with D[C
1
e0
] is a crossing. To prove that there448
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are at most two segments of γe from a point of D[C
1
e0
] into Fe0 , it suffices to449
prove that γe has at most two crossings with D[C
1
e0
].450
Suppose by way of contradiction that there are three crossings of γe with451
D[C1e0 ]. Traverse D[C
1
e0
] in one direction from such a crossing z. The first452
vertex D[v] reached is incident with an edge f of C1e0 such that both D[v]453
and z are in the closed edge D[f ]. Since z ∈ γe, none of the rest of D[f ]454
(including D[v]) is in γe. In particular, D[v] is in Σ
1
e ∪ Σ2e.455
If D[w] is the first vertex reached from z traversing D[C1e0 ] in the other456
direction, that is, if w is the other vertex incident with f , then D[v] and D[w]457
are on different sides of γe. Therefore, they are in different ones of Σ
1
e and458
Σ2e. Thus, every crossing of γe with D[C
1
e0
] produces a change between 1 and459
2 in the “1,2,3”-labelling of Lemma 4.3. Let z1, z2, z3 be three crossings of460
γe with D[C
1
e0
], in this cyclic order. Then the vertices of C1e0 nearest each zk461
have labels 1 and 2. Starting at z1, we find 1 and 2 near it. Up to relabelling,462
we may assume the 1 occurs between z1 and z3 and the 2 between z1 and463
z2. Then choose the 1 near z2 and the 2 near z3 to obtain a 1,2,1,2 pattern,464
contradicting Lemma 4.3.465
The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.1.466
co:existFirstCurve Corollary 5.2. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn with witnessing set C467
of convex sides. Let J ⊆ E(Kn) and suppose that, for each e ∈ J , there is a468
simple closed curve γe in D[e]∪Fe containing D[e], and such that the exten-469
sions {γe | e ∈ J} satisfy (PS2E). For any sufficiently small neighbourhood470
N of D[C1e0 ] contained in Fe0 ∪D[C1e0 ], there is a choice of δ0e0 in N such that471
the curves in J ∪ {δe0} satisfy (PS1), (PS2),(PS2E), and (PS3).472
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 3.1.473
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose J ⊆ E(Kn) and we have, for each e ∈ J ,474
a simple closed curve γe, such that the set {γe | e ∈ J} satisfies (PS1),475
(PS2'), (PS2E), and (PS3). If J = E(Kn), then we are done; otherwise, let476
e0 ∈ E(Kn) \ J .477
We show there is a curve γe0 containing D[e0] and otherwise in the face Fe0478
of D1e0∪D2e0 bounded by (C1e0−e0)∪(C2e0−e0) and such that {γe | e ∈ J∪{e0}}479
satisfies (PS1), (PS2'), (PS2E), and (PS3).480
For each e ∈ J , γe \ e is in the face Fe of D1e ∪D2e bounded by (C1e − e)∪481
(C2e − e), Σ1e is on one side of γe and Σ2e is on the other side of γe. Let δ0e0 be482
as in Corollary 5.2 with respect to e0 and J ; this is our first approximation483
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to γe0 . By Corollary 5.2, δ
0
e0
satisfies (PS1), (PS2E), (PS3), and intersects484
each γe for e ∈ J at most twice and all intersections are crossings.485
We now suppose k ≥ 0 and we have a curve δke0 containing D[e0] and486
contained in Fe0 ∪ D[e0] that satisfies (PS1), (PS2E), (PS3), and intersects487
each γe for e ∈ J at most twice and all intersections are crossings. If, for488
every e ∈ J , ∣∣γe ∩ δke0∣∣ = 2, then set γe0 = δke0 and J = J ∪ {e0} and start489
again above with the curves γe for e in the new J satisfying (PS1), (PS2'),490
(PS2E), and (PS3).491
Otherwise, let Jk be the set of those e ∈ J such that
∣∣γe ∩ δke0∣∣ = 2. Let492
M consist of those e ∈ E(K) \ (J ∪ {e0}) such that D[e] ∩ Fe0 6= ∅. In any493
order, repeatedly use Corollary 5.2 to obtain, for all e ∈ M , δ0e so that the494
curves in the set {γe | e ∈ J} ∪ {δke0} ∪ {δ0e | e ∈ M} satisfy (PS1), (PS2),495
(PS2E), and (PS3). For each e ∈M , Lemma 4.4 implies ∣∣δ0e ∩ δke0∣∣ = 2.496
Set Mk = M ∪ Jk. For e ∈ M , set δe to be δ0e , while for e ∈ Jk, set δe to497
be γe. With this notation, for each e ∈ M , δe intersects δke0 in precisely two498
points.499
We find a δk+1e0 satisfying (PS1), (PS2E), and (PS3), and such that either500
Jk+1 properly contains Jk or such that Jk+1 = Jk and δ
k+1
e0
is in some definable501
way better than δke0 (described below). This will complete the induction that502
proves γe0 exists.503
Let Γke0 be defined by Γ
k
e0
= δke0 ∪
(⋃
e∈Mk
δe
)
.504
Let F be a face of Γke0 that is incident with an arc of δ
k
e0
\ D[e0], and505
suppose that for some e ∈ J \ Jk there is an arc of γe contained in F . There506
is in F an arc α of some such γe such that a Reidemeister Type II move507
shifts a part of δke0 \ D[e0] across α, without intersecting another such γe.508
This makes a new curve δk+1e0 satisfying (PS1), (PS2E), and (PS3), and with509
Jk+1 = {e} ∪ Jk, as required.510
Therefore, if e ∈ J \ Jk, we may assume no face of Γke0 incident with an511
arc of δke0 \D[e0] contains an arc of γe. We also know that γe does not cross512
δ0e0 since J0 ⊆ Jk. Let Θke0 be the component of Fe0 \ δke0 that is on the side513
of δke0 that contains Σ
2
e0
.514
cl:deltaJmeetsFi Claim 1. If e ∈ J \ Jk, then either D is f-convex or γe has an arc in Θke0.515
There are two comments to make before proving this claim. In the case516
D is f-convex, [3] shows that D is homeomorphic to a pseudolinear drawing517
in the plane. By definition, the pseudolines intersect once in the plane, and518
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they can be chosen so that they all cross again at the point at infinity that519
completes the sphere. Thus, we may assume from Claim 1 that γe has an arc520
in Θke0 .521
Therefore, there exists an arc A in Γke0 with ends in the closed arc D[C
2
e0
]\522
D[e0] but otherwise contained in Θ
k
e0
such that A separates the interior of523
δke0 \D[e0] from
(⋃
e∈J\Jk
γe
) ∩Θke0 .524
Proof of Claim 1. If γe has no arc in Θ
k
e0
, then γe is disjoint from Θ
k
e0
.525
Since γe does not intersect δ
0
e0
, we conclude that γe is disjoint from Fe0 .526
Recall that, for ` = 1, 2, ∆`e0 is the closed disc in D
`
e0
bounded by C`e0 and527
disjoint from Fe0 . The preceding paragraph implies that, for some ` ∈ {1, 2},528
γe is contained in ∆
`
e0
. It follows that: (i) e has both ends in ∆`e0 ; and (ii)529
every vertex of C`e0 is in the same one of ∆
1
e and ∆
2
e (because, by assumption,530
γe separates ∆
1
e from ∆
2
e).531
If an edge xy crosses e, then x and y are in different ones of Σ1e and Σ
2
e.532
Therefore, (ii) implies that, if x, y are vertices in C`e0 , then xy does not cross533
e. In particular, letting z be one end of e0 and letting xy run through the534
edges of C`e0 , the 3-cycles xyz bound convex sides that cover ∆
`
e0
. It follows535
that e is contained in one of these; let it be xyz.536
Suppose by way of contradiction that e has an end u that is not one of537
x, y, z. Then h-convexity implies that the convex sides in C of the 3-cycles538
uxy, uxz, and uyz are all contained in the convex side of xyz.539
Let v be the other end of e. If v is one of x, y, z, then the resulting planar540
K4 shows that e has the two vertices in {x, y, z} \ {v} in different ones of Σ1e541
and Σ2e, a contradiction. Likewise, if v is not one of x, y, z, then the one of542
the 3-cycles uxy, uxz, and uyz containing v on its convex side has its two543
vertices from x, y, z in different ones of Σ1e and Σ
2
e, a contradiction. These544
contradictions show that both ends of e are among x, y, z; that is, both ends545
of e are in C`e0 .546
Next, suppose by way of contradiction, that e is not an edge of C`e0 . Then547
it is a chord of C`e0 in D
`
e0
, and so it crosses an edge xy with x and y in C`e0548
on different sides of e. But then we have x and y are in different ones of Σ1e549
and Σ2e, a contradiction.550
Lemma 4.6 shows that D`e0 (using the convex sides in C) is f-convex. Since551
e is in C`e0 , it follows that the vertices of D
`
e0
not incident with e are, for some552
k ∈ {1, 2}, all in Σke . Since δj ⊆ ∆`e0 , all vertices of ∆3−`e0 are in the same553
Σke as the two vertices incident with e0. It follows that all vertices of Kn not554
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incident with e are in the same Σke , showing that D is f-convex, as claimed.555
556
Let n(k) denote the number of crossing points of Γke0 contained in (the557
interior of) Θke0 . We shall show there is a δ
k+1
e0
such that Jk+1 = Jk and558
n(k + 1) < n(k). This is enough to complete the induction.559
Let ∆A be the closure of the component of Θ
k
e0
\ A that is incident with560
both A and δke0 \ e0. Among the finitely many choices for A, we choose A so561
that ∆A is minimal under inclusion.562
The following lemma will be proved in the next section, based on a tech-563
nical result stated in that section and then proved in the subsequent section.564
lm:technicalHconvex Lemma 5.3. Let D be an h-convex drawing of Kn in the sphere. Let J be a565
set of edges of Kn and, for each edge e ∈ J , let γe be a simple closed curve566
containing D[e]. Suppose that:567
• for all distinct e, e′ ∈ J , |γe ∩ γe′ | = 2;568
• for all e ∈ J , e′ ∈ E(Kn)\{e}, |γe∩D[e′]| ≤ 1 (here D[e′] is the closed569
edge); and570
• for all e ∈ J , γe has Σ1e on one side and Σ2e on the other.571
Let e0 ∈ J and A be an arc in
⋃
e∈J\{e0} γe such that:572
• the ends of A are in C2e0;573
• the interior of A is contained in the face Fe0; and574
• γe0 −D[e0] is contained in the face F of A∪C1e0 ∪C2e0 incident with A575
and C1e0 − e0.576
Then, for some e, e′ ∈ J \ {e0}, there is a crossing × in the interior of A577
of γe with γe′ such that each of γe, γe′ has a subarc in A ending at ×, while578
γe, γe′ both continue from × into F .579
We apply Lemma 5.3 with the set J in the lemma taken to be Mk ∪{e0},580
the curves γe in the lemma taken to be γe if e ∈Mk and δke0 if e = e0, and with581
e0 and A in the lemma taken to be e0 and A. It follows that A has an interior582
crossing whose arcs continue in the face ∆A. Our next simple observation583
yields useful information about the arcs involved in such a crossing.584
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cl:fromAtoDeltak Claim 2. Let e ∈Mk. Then every arc in δe∩∆A has one end in the interior585
of δke0 \ e0 and one end not in the interior of δke0 \ e0.586
Proof. Let β be an arc in δe∩∆A. If β has no end in the interior of δke0 \ e0,587
then β ∪ A contains an arc A′ that separates the interior of δke0 \ e0 from588 (⋃
e∈J\Jk γe
)∩Θke0 such that ∆A′ is properly contained in ∆A, contradicting589
the choice of A.590
If β has no end in the complement of the interior of δke0\e0 in the boundary591
of ∆A, then β is contained in ∆A and has both ends in the interior of δ
k
e0
\e0.592
Since δe ∩ δke0 has exactly two points, these are the two ends of β. The593
preceding paragraph shows that β is the only arc in δe ∩ ∆A. Moreover, δe594
consists of β and an arc contained in the side of δke0 that contains ∆
1
e0
. In595
particular, Lemma 4.4 shows e /∈M , so e ∈ Jk.596
Because Jk 6= J , there is an e′ ∈ J \ Jk. By definition, γe′ is included in597
one side of δke0 and Claim 1 shows (since we have assumed D is not f -convex)598
that γe′ is included in the side of δ
k
e0
including Θke0 . Moreover, A separates γe′599
from δke0 , so γe′∩∆A = ∅. Since β ⊆ ∆A and (γe \β)∩Θke0 = ∅, γe′∩γe = ∅.600
However, e, e′ ∈ J implies |γe′ ∩ γe| = 2, a contradiction.601
Let e, e′ be distinct elements of Mk such that δe and δe′ have a crossing602
×e,e′ in A through which they proceed into the ∆A-side of A. Claim 2 shows603
both extensions from this crossing are arcs ρe and ρe′ in δe and δe′ , respec-604
tively, joining ×e,e′ to their ends ae and ae′ , respectively, in the interior of605
δke0 \ e0. All intersections of δe and δe′ with δke0 are crossings, so this is true606
in particular of ae and ae′ .607
Since ρe and ρe′ cross at ×e,e′ , they have at most one other crossing. Let608
×∗e,e′ be that other crossing if it exists; otherwise ×∗e,e′ is ×e,e′ . The union of609
the subarcs of ρe from ae to ×∗e,e′ , ρe′ from ae′ to ×∗e,e′ , and δke0 \ e0 from ae610
to ae′ is a simple closed curve λ in the closed disc ∆A.611
We aim to show that the interiors of the arcs ρe ∩ λ and ρe′ ∩ λ are not612
crossed by any curve in Γke0 . Suppose by way of contradiction that there is a613
δe′′ that has a crossing ×e′′,e with ρe∩λ. Let σ be the component of δe′′ ∩∆A614
that contains ×e′′,e. Claim 2 shows that there is a subarc σ′ of σ having one615
end in ρe and one end not in the interior of δ
k
e0
\ e0. We may further assume616
σ′ has no other intersection with ρe.617
There is an arc A′ 6= A in A∪σ′∪ ρe that separates the interior of δke0 \ e0618
from
(⋃
f∈J\Jk γf
) ∩ Θke0 . However, ∆A′ is a proper subset of ∆A. This619
contradiction shows that no curve in Γke0 intersects either ρe ∩ λ or ρe′ ∩ λ.620
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It follows that we can perform the equivalent of a Reidemeister III move621
to shift the portion of δke0 between ae and ae′ across ×∗e,e′ . The resulting curve622
δk+1e0 satisfies (PS1), (PS2E), and (PS3), and has Jk+1 = Jk and n(k + 1) =623
n(k)− 1, as required.624
6 The Technical Theorem625
sec:technical
In this section we state a technical theorem about how arcs in an arrangement626
of simple closed curves can behave. We postpone its proof to the next section;627
in this section we use it to prove the technical Lemma 5.3, completing the628
proof of Theorem 3.1.629
df:arcDecomposition Definition 6.1. Let Γ be an arrangement of pseudocircles.630
(PΓ1) We set P (Γ) to be
⋃
γ∈Γ
γ.631
it:decomp (PΓ2) If A is an arc in P (Γ), then, letting s and t be the ends of A,632
the decomposition of A in Γ is the unique sequence α0α1 . . . αm of633
subarcs of A such that:634
(i) s is an end of α0, t is an end of αm;635
(ii) for each i = 0, 1, . . . ,m, there is a γi ∈ Γ such that αi ⊆ γi;636
and637
it:distinct (iii) for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, the curves γi−1 and γi in Γ are distinct638
and αi−1 ∩ αi is a crossing of γi−1 and γi.639
it:PgammaDetail (PΓ3) For an arc A in P (Γ) with decomposition α0, α1, . . . , αm:640
(i) the weight of A is m (the weight of the example in Figure 6641
is 5);642
(ii) for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, the crossing αi−1 ∩ αi is denoted by ×i;643
(iii) for convenience, the ends s and t of α0 and αm, respectively,644
are also denoted ×0 and ×m+1, respectively;645
it:alpha+ (iv) for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m, α−i and α
+
i are the closures of the compo-646
nents of γi \A incident with ×i and ×i+1, respectively (four647
such αεj are illustrated in Figure 6);648
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Figure 6: Illustrating several points in Definition 6.1. fg:arcDecomposition
it:extension (v) for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m, and ε ∈ {+,−} the arc αεi is a coherent649
extension if αεi has both ends on the same side (see discussion650
of “side” below) of the interior of A (in Figure 6, α−1 is not651
a coherent extension; the other three are);652
(vi) for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m and ε ∈ {+,−}, the arc αεi continues653
from αi at either ×i (when ε = −) or ×i+1 (when ε = +);654
we set aεi to be the other end of α
ε
i ;655
it:coherent (vii) αi is coherent if at least one of α
−
i and α
+
i is a coherent656
extension (in Figure 6, both α0 and α3 are coherent); and657
it:Acoherent (viii) A is coherent if, for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m, αi is coherent and,658
for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m, if both α−i and α
+
i are coherent659
extensions, then α−i 6= α+i .660
Observe that, in an arrangement of pseudocircles, we allow the possibility661
of three (or more) of the simple closed curves to all cross at the same point.662
This is useful in drawings of Kn where n − 1 curves pairwise cross at each663
vertex.664
It may help the reader to have a definition of “side” of the arc A. As we665
traverse A from one end to the other, there are naturally left and right sides.666
By (iv) just above, the two ends of the arc α±i are in A. The issue in (v)667
(and everywhere else sides are used in this section) is: are the points near668
each end of α±i on the same side of A or not. “Left” and “right” depend on669
an orientation of A and are irrelevant to us.670
To be on the same side, the ends of α±i must be in the interior of A. As671
the points ×0 and ×m+1 are not in the interior of A, we have the following.672
rk:alpha0-NotCoherent Remark 6.2. Neither α−0 nor α
+
m is coherent.673
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There is a simple, interesting observation that we need arising immedi-674
ately from Definition 6.1.675
obs:decomps Observation 6.3. Let Γ be an arrangement of pseudocircles in the sphere676
and let A be an arc in P (Γ) with decomposition α0α1 · · ·αm. For i = 1, 2, . . . ,677
m, the ends of α+i−1 and α
−
i near ×i are on the same side of A.678
Observation 6.3 is of immediate importance and leads to the following679
notion of the “side faced by a crossing”.680
Notation 6.4. Let Γ be an arrangement of pseudocircles in the sphere and let681
A be an arc in P (Γ) with decomposition α0α1 · · ·αm. For each i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,682
the side of A containing the ends of α+i−1 and α
−
i near ×i (as in Observation683
6.3) is the side of A that ×i faces.684
The following is the general technical theorem we need to prove the tech-685
nical Lemma 5.3.686
th:technical Theorem 6.5. Let Γ be an arrangement of pseudocircles and let A be a687
coherent arc in P (Γ) with decomposition α0, . . . , αm, with m ≥ 1. Then not688
all of ×1,×2, . . . ,×m face the same side of A.689
The example in Figure 7 has both ×1 and ×2 facing the same side of690
A. The only part of the definition of coherence of A that fails here is that691
α−1 = α
+
1 .692
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 5.3. The main issue is to prove693
the arc A is coherent, assuming it has no crossing facing the face F .694
Proof of Lemma 5.3. By way of contradiction, suppose that all the695
crossings in the decomposition (Definition 6.1 (PΓ2)) of A face into the side696
of A that is not F . We show that A is coherent, contradicting Theorem 6.5.697
Let α be an arc in the decomposition of A. Let B be the arc in D[C2e0−e0]698
such that A ∪B is a simple closed curve in S2.699
For some e ∈ J \ {e0}, α is contained in γe. Consider the continuation700
of γe from one end of α. Since γe crosses γe0 twice, the continuation must701
eventually reach γe0 ; in particular, it must have a first intersection with702
A ∪B.703
We show below that it is impossible for both continuations to have these704
first intersections in B. Therefore, for one of them, the first intersection is705
in the interior of A, showing that α is coherent.706
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Figure 7: The red arc is A; its weight is 3. The two crossings of A are on the
same side of A. The arc α1 is the red arc between 1 and 2. The pink arc is
α+0 , the blue is α
−
2 . The green arc is both α
−
1 and α
+
1 . Except for the fact
that α−1 = α
+
1 , A satisfies the definition of coherent with all crossings facing
the same side. fg:counterexample
So suppose both continuations have their first intersection in B. Revers-707
ing from these first intersections, back towards α, each continuation provides708
a segment from the intersection into Fe0 .709
Since |γe ∩ γe0| = 2, both continuations must eventually come to a point710
in γe0 ; these two points are distinct. Since γe intersects the closed edge D[e]711
in at most one point, there is a continuation β from one end of α to γe0 that712
is disjoint from D[e].713
As β proceeds from its first intersection with A∪B, it must end up in the714
face Fe0 and, therefore, it produces a third segment from a point in D[C
2
e0
]715
into Fe0 . This contradicts Lemma 5.1.716
Finally, the preceding remarks show that coherent extensions from both717
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ends of α will have different first points in A∪B. Therefore, they are different,718
so A is coherent.719
7 Proof of Theorem 6.5720
sec:technicalProof
In this section, we finally complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by proving721
Theorem 6.5. This proof is conceptually rather straightforward. We com-722
pletely describe what the coherent extensions can do and then derive a simple723
contradiction.724
Proof of Theorem 6.5. We proceed by induction on the weight m of A.725
By definition, an arc with weight 0 is not coherent. Therefore, m ≥ 1 and the726
result holds for all smaller weight arcs. We suppose by way of contradiction727
that all the ×i face the same side of A.728
The proof consists of Claims 1, 2, and 4 that limit the possibilities for729
A leading to an easy final contradiction. Claim 1 limits the possibilities for730
a “forward coherent jump” (such as α+0 and α
+
3 in Figure 6) and Claim 2731
eliminates the possibility of a “reverse coherent jump” (such as α−3 in Figure732
6). These two combine with Claim 4 to show exactly what each coherent733
extension looks like. The argument then concludes by explaining why they734
cannot all look like that.735
The first claim imposes constraints on what happens at points “under” a736
forward jump such as, in Figure 6, ×2 under α+0 .737
claim1’’ Claim 1. Suppose that α+j is a coherent extension of αj. If there is an738
` ≥ j + 2 such that a+j is in α` \ {×`}, then:739
it:minusExtensions 1. for each i = j + 2, j + 3, . . . , `, α−i is disjoint from α
+
j \ {a+j }; and740
it:j+1HatPlus 2. either, for some i ∈ {j + 2, j + 3, . . . , `}, a+j ∈ α−i or α+j+1 intersects741
α+j .742
Likewise, suppose α−j is a coherent extension of αj. If there is an ` ≤ j−2743
such that a−j is in α` \ {×`+1}, then:744
3. for each i = `, `+ 1, . . . , j − 2, α+i is disjoint from α−j \ {a−j }; and745
it:backwardChoice 4. either, for some i ∈ {`, ` − 1, . . . , j − 2}, a−j ∈ α+i or α−j−1 intersects746
α−j .747
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Proof. We prove the first statement; the second is the same, but for the748
traversal of A in the reverse direction.749
By way of contradiction, suppose first that, for some i ∈ {j + 2, j +750
3, . . . , `}, α−i intersects α+j \ {a+j }; let ×i−, j+ be the first intersection with α+j751
as we traverse α−i from ×i. The interior of the portion α−i [×i,×i−, j+ ] of α−i752
from ×i to ×i−, j+ is on the side of the unique simple closed curve contained753
in A∪α+j that is opposite to the side that contains the segment of α−j+1 near754
×j.755
Let α∗j be the subarc of γj consisting of αj and the portion of α
+
j from756
×j+1 to ×i−, j+ . Likewise, let α∗i be the subarc of γi consisting of αi and757
α−i [×i,×i−, j+ ]. Then the arc A′ consisting of segments α0, . . . , αj−1, α∗j , α∗i ,758
αi, . . . , αm has smaller weight than A. Also, even if ×i−, j+ = ×j+1, all cross-759
ings face the same side. (In case ×i−, j+ = ×j+1, then γj, γj+1, and γi all760
cross at ×j+1. This ensures that the cyclic rotation of these three curves761
at ×j+1 is αj, αj+1, α−i , α+j , α−j+1, βi, where βi is the continuation of γi from762
a−i = ×i−, j+ .)763
To see that A′ is coherent, first let C be the simple closed curve (α∗j \764
αj) ∪ (α∗i \ αi) ∪ A[×j+1,×i]. For each of the segments α′ of A′, α′ contains765
a segment αk of A. Let α
ε
k be a coherent extension of αk for A. Follow α
ε
k766
from its end in αk (or, if k ∈ {j, i}, from ×i−, j+). If we never encounter C,767
then we arrive at A′ on the same side. On the other hand, if we encounter768
C, it is not at a point in A and so it is in (α∗j \ αj) ∪ (α∗i \ αi).769
Label as the outside of C the side of C containing the beginning of α−j+1770
near ×j+1. Since αεk starts on the outside of C, its first intersection with C771
is from that side. Thus, the portion of αεk up to that first intersection with772
C is a coherent extension of α′, as required.773
To complete the proof that A′ is coherent, we note that, if, for the segment774
α of A′, both α− and α+ are coherent, then they are contained in coherent775
extensions of the corresponding segment of A. Since these extensions for A776
are distinct, as extensions for A′ they are also distinct. However, A′ has777
smaller weight than A, contradicting the inductive assumption. Thus, (1)778
holds.779
For (2), if, for each i = `, `+1, . . . , j−1, a+j /∈ α−i and α+j+1 is disjoint from780
α+j , then α
+
j+1 and (using (1)) each α
−
i is a coherent extension in A[×j+1, a+j ].781
With the same argument as in the preceding paragraph, this shows that782
A[×j+1, a+j ] is a coherent arc. It has smaller weight than A, contradicting783
the inductive assumption. 784
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The next claim considers “reverse” coherent extensions. This claim rules785
out the possibility of an extension such as α−3 in Figure 6.786
claim2’’ Claim 2. There do not exist j, ` ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m} such that ` < j and α+j787
is a coherent extension with an end in α`.788
Likewise, there do not exist j, ` ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m} such that j < ` and α−j789
is a coherent extension with an end in α`.790
Proof. We prove the first statement; the second is the same, but for the791
traversal of A in the reverse direction.792
Choose the least j for which such an ` < j exists. Suppose first that793
a+j ∈ αj−1. Definition 6.1 (PΓ3) (viii) for the coherence ofA implies a+j 6= ×j.794
Thus, γj−1 ∩ γj = {a+j ,×j}. Let C be the simple closed curve contained in795
αj−1 ∪ αj ∪ α+j . Except for ×j, α+j−1 is disjoint from C.796
Note that a+j−1 is not in αj−1 ∪ αj. Therefore, a+j−1 and the start of α+j−1797
from ×j are on different sides of C, which is impossible. Thus, a+j /∈ αj−1.798
The choice of j implies that either α+j−1 is not coherent or it does not799
intersect A[a+j ,×j]. Therefore, α+j−1 must intersect αj ∪ α+j at a point other800
than ×j. This gives the two crossings of γj−1 with γj.801
An intersection of α−j−1 with γj yields a third intersection of γj−1 with γj.802
Therefore, α−j−1 is disjoint from α
−
j . On the other hand, the choice of j implies803
that, for each k with ×k+1 in the interior of A[a−j ,×j], a+k 6= a−j . Therefore804
Claim 1 (4) shows α−j−1 is not disjoint from α
−
j , the final contradiction. 805
We may now suppose that there does not exist an α+j that is a coherent806
extension with an end in any αk such that k < j. Similarly, we may assume807
that there does not exist an α−j that is a coherent extension with any end in808
any αk such that k > j.809
The final claim combines the first two to completely determine the nature810
of a coherent extension. Before we get to it, we require one more technicality.811
cl:nonCoherence Claim 3. Let k ∈ {1, 2 . . . ,m}. Suppose α−k−1 is not a coherent extension812
and that γk \ α−k has an intersection with γk−1. Then α−k is not coherent.813
Likewise, if α+k is not coherent and γk−1 \ α+k−1 has an intersection with814
γk, then α
+
k−1 is not coherent.815
Proof. We prove the first statement; the second is the same, but for the816
traversal of A in the reverse direction.817
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Because A is coherent and α−k−1 is not a coherent extension, α
+
k−1 is a818
coherent extension of αk−1. Let × be the intersection of γk \ α−k with γk−1;819
it follows that γk−1 ∩ γk = {×k,×}. Since × /∈ α−k , × is neither ×k nor a−k .820
Since α−k \{×k} is disjoint from γk−1, in particular it is disjoint from αk−1.821
For k = 1, Claim 2 already implies α−k is not coherent. Thus, we suppose822
k ≥ 2.823
The union of α−k−1 and the segment of A between its ends is a simple824
closed curve C. Let p be a point of α−k near ×k. From p trace an arc δ825
alongside αk−1, across α−k−1 and, continuing beside A, on to a point near the826
end ×0 of A. Thus, δ is along the side of A faced by all the ×i. Because α−k−1827
is not coherent, it does not return to A on this side and, therefore, δ crosses828
α−k−1 only once. Consequently, δ crosses C only once.829
Suppose by way of contradiction that α−k is a coherent extension of αk.830
Because α−k does not intersect γk−1 \ {×k}, it cannot cross C. Therefore, it831
does not intersect the portion of δ from its crossing with α−k−1 to its end near832
×0. In particular, α−k has no end in α0α1 · · ·αk−2. The first paragraph shows833
α−k is also disjoint from αk−1 \ {×k}. Now the coherence of α−k contradicts834
Claim 2, as required.835
We are now ready to get the fine detail of the coherent extensions of A.836
claim3’’ Claim 4. For 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, if α+j is a coherent extension of αj, then837
a+j ∈ αj+1.838
Likewise, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, if α−j is a coherent extension of αj, then839
a−j ∈ αj−1.840
Proof. We prove the first statement; the second is the same, but for the841
traversal of A in the reverse direction.842
Suppose by way of contradiction that j is least such that α+j is a coherent843
extension of αj such that a
+
j /∈ αj+1. We will show by induction that, for844
each k = 0, 1, . . . , j, α−k is not a coherent extension of αk. For k = 0, Remark845
6.2 shows that α−0 is not a coherent extension of α0. Now let k ≥ 1 and846
suppose that α−k−1 is not a coherent extension of αk−1.847
Since A is coherent and α−k−1 is not a coherent extension of αk−1, we have848
that α+k−1 is a coherent extension of αk−1. By the choice of j, a
+
k−1 ∈ αk.849
Claim 3 implies that α−k is not a coherent extension of αk, completing the850
proof that, for each k = 0, 1, . . . , j, α−k is not a coherent extension of αk.851
Let ` be such that a+j ∈ α` \ {×`}. Claim 2 and the choice of j show that852
` > j + 1. Claim 1 (1) implies that, for each i = j + 2, j + 3, . . . , `, α−i is853
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disjoint from α+j \ {a+j }, while Claim 2 asserts that a+j /∈ α−i . Claim 1 (2)854
now implies that α+j+1 intersects α
+
j at a point q.855
We showed that α−j is not a coherent extension of αj and that α
+
j+1 inter-856
sects γj at ×j+1 and q. Consequently, the coherence of A and Claim 3 shows857
that α+j+1 is a coherent extension. Claim 2 shows that, for some r > j + 1,858
a+j+1 ∈ αr \ {×r}. Claims 1 and 2 show that, for each i = j + 3, j + 4, . . . , r,859
α−i is disjoint from α
+
j+1.860
Let α∗` be the subarc α`[×`, a+j ] and let A′ be the arc consisting of αj+1,861
αj+2, . . . , α`−1, α∗` . Just above, we showed that α
−
j+2 is disjoint from α
+
j .862
Therefore, α−j+2 is a coherent extension of αj+2 with respect to A
′. Claim 2863
shows that α−j+2 has both ends in αj+1.864
Since α−j+2 intersects αj+1 in ×j+2 and a−j+2, we see that a+j+1 /∈ αj+2;865
therefore r > j + 2. Moreover, it follows that α+j+2 is disjoint from α
+
j+1.866
This, together with the fact that, for each i = j + 3, j + 4, . . . , r, α−i is867
disjoint from α+j+1, contradicts Claim 1. 868
Because A is coherent and Remark 6.2 shows α−0 is not a coherent ex-869
tension of α0, α
+
0 is a coherent extension of α0. Likewise, α
−
m is a coherent870
extension of αm. It follows that there is a j ≥ 1 such that α+j−1 is a coherent871
extension of αj−1 and α−j is a coherent extension of αj. Claim 4 implies872
that both ends of α+j−1 are in αj and both ends of α
−
j are in αj−1. The final873
contradiction is that γj−1 and γj intersect in at least three points.874
8 Pseudospherical is h-convex875
sec:pseudospherical
In this section, we prove that if D is a pseudospherical drawing of Kn, that876
is, a drawing whose edges admit simple closed curve extensions satisfying877
(PS1), (PS2), and (PS3), then D is h-convex. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 shows878
D also satisfies (PS2'). The following statement is the point of this section.879
pr:pseudosphIsH Proposition 8.1. If a drawing of Kn is pseudospherical, then it is h-convex.880
We begin with a few facts about pseudospherical drawings that will be881
used in the proof of Proposition 8.1. For the remainder of this section, let882
D denote a pseudospherical drawing of Kn and fix a set {γe | e ∈ E(Kn)}883
of simple closed curve extensions of the edges of D satisfying (PS1), (PS2),884
and (PS3).885
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lm:claim1 Lemma 8.2. Let e and f be distinct edges in Kn. Then γe intersects D[f ]886
in at most one point.887
Proof. If |γe ∩ γf | is even, then either f crosses e exactly once or the two888
ends of f are on the same side of γe and, therefore, f is on that side.889
lm:claim2 Lemma 8.3. Let T be a 3-cycle of Kn. Then there is a unique side ∆T of890
D[T ] such that, for each edge e of T , ∆T is contained on one side of γe.891
Proof. For any edge e of T , (PS3) implies that γe is contained in the closure892
of one side of D[T ]. If e and f are two edges of T , then γe and γf cross at893
the common end of e and f . This crossing shows that γe and γf are both894
contained in the closure of the same side of D[T ]. Then ∆T is the other side895
of D[T ].896
We remark that Lemma 8.3 implies ∆T is the intersection of three closed897
discs, each of which is a side of one of the three curves going through the898
three edges of D[T ].899
lm:claim3 Lemma 8.4. For each 3-cycle T of Kn, the side ∆T is convex.900
Proof. Let x, y be vertices of Kn in the closure of ∆T and let u, v, w be the901
vertices of T . Then D[u], D[v], D[w], D[x], and D[y] are all on the ∆T -side902
of each γuv, γuw, and γvw. Thus, (PS3) implies D[xy] is on the side of each of903
the three curves containing ∆T . By the remark that ∆T is the intersection904
of these three sides, we conclude that D[xy] is contained in ∆T , as required.905
906
lm:claim4 Lemma 8.5. Let uvw be a 3-cycle of Kn and x a vertex of Kn. If D[x] ∈907
∆uvw, then the convex sides ∆uvx, ∆uwx, and ∆vwx are contained in ∆xyz.908
Proof. We show that ∆uvx is contained in ∆uvw; the proofs for ∆uwx and909
∆vwx are the same. Lemma 8.2 asserts that the pseudocircle γuv containing910
the edge uv has a side containing ∆uvw. Since x is contained in ∆uvw, which911
by Lemma 8.4 is convex, it follows that uvx has a side ∆ contained in ∆uvw,912
and hence contained in a side of γuv. By Lemma 8.3, we must have ∆ = ∆uvx.913
Therefore ∆uvx is contained in ∆uvw.914
The proof of Proposition 8.1 is now straightforward.915
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Proof of Proposition 8.1. For each 3-cycle T in Kn, we choose as convex916
side the closed region ∆T , and show that these choices witness h-convexity.917
Suppose T1 and T2 are 3-cycles in Kn such that D[T1] ⊆ ∆T2 .918
Let u be a vertex of T1 not in T2. For any two vertices x, y of T2, letting919
T3 be the 3-cycle u, x, y. Lemma 8.4 shows ∆T3 ⊆ ∆T2 .920
If the other two vertices v, w of T1 are not in the same closed face of921
D[T2 + u], then, for some x in T2, ux crosses vw. But then the side of D[T1]922
that contains x is not convex, showing that the other side of D[T1], namely923
the side contained in ∆T2 , is the chosen convex side of D[T1], as required.924
Otherwise, v, w are in the same closed face of D[T2 + u], bounded by the925
3-cycle T4 consisting of u and two vertices x, y of T2. Thus, D[T1] ⊆ ∆T4 .926
Applying Lemma 8.4 again with v further subdivides ∆T4 into three ∆T ’s.927
The vertex w is inside one of these three; if both u, v are in the boundary of928
this one, then Lemma 8.4 applies. Otherwise, uw crosses an edge vx and we929
are done as in the preceding paragraph.930
9 Concluding remarks931
sec:remarks
In this section, we pose some questions and mention a few small observations932
about general and pseudospherical drawings of Kn that extend known results933
from pseudolinear drawings. One important observation, following fairly934
easily from the material leading up to Lemma 4.2, is the following.935
th:pseudosphPartition Theorem 9.1. Let D be a pseudospherical drawing of Kn in the sphere and936
let vw be any edge of Kn. Then there are cycles C1 and C2 of Kn bounding937
closed discs ∆1 and ∆2, respectively, such that: ∆1 ∩D[Kn] and ∆2 ∩D[Kn]938
are complete subgraphs; ∆1 ∩ ∆2 is just the closed edge D[vw]; V (Kn) ⊆939
∆1 ∪∆2; and both ∆1 and ∆2 induce pseudolinear drawings of ∆1 ∩D[Kn]940
and ∆2 ∩D[Kn].941
In [3] it is shown that every pseudolinear drawing has at least n2 + o(n)942
empty triangles. The argument in [3] adapts the original result for rectilinear943
drawings by Ba´ra´ny and Fu¨redi [5]. Applying the pseudolinear result to each944
side ∆ke of an edge e in an h-convex drawing gives
1
2
n2 empty triangles. A945
little extra work yields a few more.946
co:emptyTriangles Corollary 9.2. If D is a pseudospherical drawing of Kn, then D has at least947
3
4
n2 + o(n2) empty triangles.948
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Proof. If D is f-convex, then, as mentioned above, there are n2 + o(n2)949
empty triangles and we are done. Thus, we may assume D is not f-convex.950
Let e be an edge. As mentioned above, both the drawings induced by ∆1e951
and ∆2e are f-convex. If the former has k vertices, then the latter has n+2−k952
vertices. They have k2 + o(n2) and (n+ 2−k)2 + o(n2) empty triangles each,953
respectively.954
For i = 1, 2, let ui be a vertex of ∆
i
e and not incident with e. There are955
k − 2 choices for u1 and n− k choices for u2. Since D is not f -convex, both956
Σ1u1u2 and Σ
2
u1u2
are not empty. It is a simple argument to show that, for any957
j ∈ {1, 2} and any vertex u ∈ Σju1u2 , there is an empty triangle u′u1u2 with958
u ∈ Σju1u2 and in the convex side of uu1u2 (possibly u′ = u). Thus, the edge959
u1u2 is in at least two empty triangles, one on each side of u1u2. Thus, there960
are 2(k − 2)(n− k) ordered pairs (u1u2, T ), with T an empty triangle.961
Each such triangle T occurs in at most two such ordered pairs. Thus,962
there is an additional (k− 2)(n− k) empty triangles. It follows that there is963
at least k2 + (n + 2 − k)2 + (k − 2)(n − k) + o(n2) empty triangles. This is964
at least 3
4
n2 + o(n2).965
Corollary 9.2 should also be compared to the fact [3] that a convex draw-966
ing of Kn has at least
1
3
n2 + O(n) empty triangles. Harborth [7] has given967
an example of a drawing of Kn with only 2n− 4 empty triangles.968
Rafla [8] conjectured that every (good) drawing of Kn has a Hamilton969
cycle with no self-crossing. A´brego et al have enumerated all the drawings970
of Kn with n ≤ 9 [1] and in this way verified the conjecture for all these971
drawings of Kn. There is a folklore proof of this conjecture for pseudolinear972
drawings and below we extend this proof to pseudospherical drawings.973
th:crossFreeHam Theorem 9.3. A pseudospherical drawing of Kn has a Hamilton cycle with974
no self-crossing.975
Proof. Proposition 8.1 implies the edges of a pseudospherical drawing of Kn976
are contained in pseudocircles pairwise crossing twice and each pseudocircle977
intersects each edge that it does not contain at most once. For each edge e978
in D, define its weight w(e) to be the number of pseudocircles that cross e979
in its interior. Define the weight of a cycle C to be w(C) =
∑
e∈C w(e).980
Let H be a minimum weight Hamiltonian cycle. To see that H has no981
self-crossing, suppose by way of contradiction that H has a pair of edges982
uv, xy that cross. Then D[uvxy] is a crossing K4. Note that H − uv − xy983
consists of two paths P and Q, each connecting an end of uv to an end of xy.984
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Suppose without loss of generality that P connects u to x and Q connects v985
to y. Then H ′ = H − uv − xy + uy + xv is a Hamiltonian cycle. Moreover,986
every pseudocircle that crosses edges in {uy, xv} in their interior necessarily987
crosses the same number of edges in {uv, xy} in their interior. Since uv988
crosses xy and uy does not cross xv, it follows that w(H ′) ≤ w(H)− 2.989
The drawing of K10 in Figure 1 has the property that no extension to990
pseudocircles can have the pseudocircles pairwise having at most two cross-991
ings. It is natural to wonder if there is a fixed k such that every drawing992
of Kn has an extension to pseudocircles that pairwise cross at most k times.993
In fact, for a drawing of any simple graph, there is such an extension with994
k ≤ 4.995
Figure 8: Extensions near a vertex. fg:fourCrossings
Let D be a drawing of a simple graph G. For each edge e of G, one996
side is designated as the “duplication side”. For descriptive purposes, we997
will think of e as a straight line and we will make a rectangle containing998
e to represent the pseudocircle. Extend e beyond each of its end vertices999
by a small amount to make a longer straight line. On the duplication side1000
of e, put a line parallel to the extended e. Finally, join the ends of these1001
two parallel lines to complete the rectangle. If the duplication curves are1002
sufficiently close to the original edges compared to the extensions, then any1003
two curves for edges incident with a common vertex intersect exactly four1004
times. Also, the curves for any two crossing edges intersect four times. Any1005
other pair of edges have curves that do not cross at all. Thus, any two curves1006
cross at most four times. See Figure 8.1007
There are also some interesting questions that remain unresolved.1008
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Question 1. Does every convex drawing of Kn have an extension to sim-1009
ple closed curves pairwise intersecting at most twice? exactly twice? The1010
drawings in Figures 1 and 2 are not convex.1011
Question 2. Are the coefficients 1
3
and 3
4
in the lower bounds 1
3
n2 and1012
3
4
n2 for the number of empty triangles in convex and h-convex drawings of1013
Kn, respectively, the correct coefficients? The simplicity of the arguments1014
compared to the ones giving a coefficient of 1 for rectilinear suggests that1015
these are not optimal. Harborth [7] has exhibited a non-convex drawing of1016
Kn having only 2n− 4 empty triangles.1017
Question 3. A given h-convex drawing D may have different choices for1018
the convex sides of the 3-cycles that witness h-convexity. In Section 4, the1019
extensions of D into arrangements of pseudocircles rely on a choice of convex1020
sides witnessing h-convexity. Moreover, Section 8 shows how the choice of1021
convex sides can be recovered from such an arrangement of pseudocircles. If1022
two such arrangements of pseudocircles are equivalent when they determine1023
the same convex sides, then is there a natural topological demonstration of1024
this equivalence?1025
Question 4. Arroyo et al [2] characterize drawings of (not necessarily com-1026
plete) graphs whose edges extend to an arrangement of pseudolines by giv-1027
ing the complete (infinite) list of obstructions. Given the close connection1028
we developed here between h-convex and pseudolinear drawings for complete1029
graphs, it is reasonable to wonder if there is an analogous theorem for “ar-1030
rangements of pseudocircles”.1031
We conjecture that there is a list-of-obstructions characterization of when1032
an arbitrary graph has an extension satisfying (PS1), (PS2) and (PS3). It1033
is not clear to us at this juncture how to proceed with this. The proof in1034
[2] is conducted for sets of strings in the plane and it is not evident how to1035
manage the condition (PS3) in this context.1036
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